In a project that should give a lot of professional sports teams pause, the Strongsville High School Mustangs went from a rough old field behind the school to a state-of-the-art football stadium in just 83 days.

"It was 83 days from turning the first shovel to completed stadium," says Mike Catan, the ramrod behind the project.

The stadium features a blend of four kinds of Kentucky bluegrass. Known as Pat Catan Stadium (after Mike's father), it seats 5200 fans and is expandable to 7200. It is, as Catan notes, a mini-college stadium.

The stadium setting is spectacular. It sits just to the east of the high school in front of the practice fields. The stadium backdrop for fans in the stands on both sides of the field is woods. In fact, the appearance of red fox and deer from the woods several times gave construction workers pause.

The turf was specified and installed by ATD Sportsfield Services & Design, Garfield Heights, OH.

"We had 45 grow-in days for the turf," says Don Kaib, site coordinator for ATD. The sod, from Medina Turf Farms, Medina, OH was rolled out on July 7. The first game was August 30.

The turf was all grown from seed provided by Lesco. It consists of 25% Limousine, 25% Imperial, 25% Wildwood and 25% Shamrock Kentucky blues. It was produced on a typical Western Pennsylvania clay-based soil and shipped to the job site in one day.

The project got rolling early in 2002, when ATD got a call asking for bids on a football field. "The project grew and soon it became a whole stadium," Kaib says.

The existing native soil field was in pretty poor shape. Although there was a pop-up irrigation system in place, both sides of the field were on a different grade.

"We added 175 tons of topsoil and made it into a uniform one percent grade," Kaib continues.

The old drainage system had to be modified, too. It was a sort of half-herringbone diagonal system. "We added a five-line straight pattern across the field from goal line to goal line," Kaib says.

Mother Nature was quite cooperative this year, both with the construction crews and with the turf. The summer was almost rain-free so workers could be on the job every day. ATD had almost total control over how much water was applied, since it was all irrigated. About 1/2 inch of water was applied to the field every other day throughout the grow-in. Although it was hot, the irrigation system worked well until just before the first game when there was a problem with the irrigation valves. So no water applied for the last 10 days before the playing season started.

That may have been a blessing in disguise. Kaib wanted the grass kept at a 4-inch height, and would have preferred to see it cut no less than 3 inches as the playing season started. Less water kept the growth down.

"Mowing started at 4 inches initially," he says. By late August, they were mowing at 2 3/4 inches. The lack of irrigation slowed growth in what were otherwise perfect conditions for grass. For the health of the grass, Kaib would prefer less than one-third of the existing growth be taken off at any mowing.

Lack of rain did not hurt the eighth-ranked
Strongsville Mustangs who won their home opener by decisively thumping seventh-ranked Euclid 42-14.

As with any grow-in, there were a few spots that needed to be filled in before the home opener. "We made a divot mix of sand, soil and seed and filled them by hand," Kaib says. They used the same mix to fill up around the irrigation heads.

The sod was fertilized before it was sent to Strongsville and then was sprayed both with liquid N-P-K and with trace minerals in the summer.

**Maintenance**

One concern is ongoing maintenance. Current plans call for the school to continue to do the maintenance as it has in the past. According to Joe Lynch, athletic director for Strongsville High, the school will follow a program similar to what it had in the past. The school works with Gordy Glissman, a local landscape contractor. "The basic year-round program is laid out for us by Lesco," Lynch says.

Catan wants to see ongoing maintenance sub-contracted to a professional crew. "I hope that we find outside maintenance and field maintenance companies so in 3 years it looks the same as it does now," Catan says.

He continues, "My next job is to beat up the Board over maintenance. We gave them a diamond. They have to keep it up." He wants the Band Boosters and Athletic Boosters to raise funds and turn the maintenance over to a field management outfit.

This fall, Kaib recommended an aeration and rolling after the season is done. "I'd put down one fall fertilization and leave it alone," Kaib says. "There's not a lot you can do with it this year."

Next year, and on a continuing basis, Kaib says the grass should be aerified again in the spring. It should see five or six feedings through the season, one application every 5 weeks.

The turf will need care although the actual stadium structure is low-maintenance. Bathrooms are block with epoxy floors that can be hosed off. Bleachers are aluminum.

Other structures are low-upkeep.

The $1.85 million stadium was paid for entirely with private funds—no taxpayer dollars were used for the project.

Mike Catan and James Prandi, both local businessmen, started a campaign to build the stadium after local taxpayers twice refused to approve bond issues to finance a replacement for the aging Talik field behind Center Middle School. Catan, president of Darice, Inc./Pat Catan, a local craft supply store and wedding boutique, donat-
"Local people wanted the field to be a success. We all cut prices for the job but we made it work."

ed $400,000. That's about one fourth of the total cost of the stadium.

Like other businesses, Catan does a lot of construction, especially of warehouses. He was able to call in some favors and twist some arms.

Strongsville High, home to approximately 2250 students, had used a 50-year old facility that sits behind one of the district's middle schools. Years ago, the middle school was the high school. While the high school moved to a new facility, the stadium stayed where it was. Not only was the structure inconveniently located for high school athletics but the turf was worn out and the stands were getting old.

"I was sitting in Taliak field at a game (in 2001) and thought to myself, 'this place is a dump,'" Catan recalls. Although he never played for Strongsville, and his four sons attend a rival high school, Catan's business has been in Strongsville since 1966. He has always been actively involved in sports. "It's as important as an arithmetic book as far as building confidence and character," he says.

Strongsville is a member of Ohio's Pioneer Athletic Conference and the team regularly ranks in the top 10 in Northeastern Ohio.

The facility features a modern electronic scoreboard, a 54-foot press box on the home team side and a smaller box on the visitor's side. It also includes two mini-meeting/locker rooms, large restroom facilities, concession stands and a small area for local boosters groups to sell game-related items.

Fans enter the stadium through a tall, arched, brick entryway. Outside, there is parking available for more than 2,000 cars.

"It's too bad all jobs don't go this easy," says Marvin Cox, owner of Sandy Plumbing. "We had weekly project meetings and I don't think even one voice was raised."

Cox attributes much of the success to using local contractors. "Local people all wanted it to be a success," he says. "We all took price cuts on the job, but we made it work."

Nothing artificial

One place where a lot of money was saved was the elimination of artificial turf from the original plans presented to the taxpayers. "That saved about $1 million," Catan says. "We went with natural turf," Catan says. "I sure wouldn't want to play on artificial turf."

Some small colleges in the area, John Carroll and Mount Union among them, have gone to artificial fields, so there is precedent. And, the original plans called for artificial.

"It was a combination of cost and the installation time," says Lynch. "Cost was the main factor, but we really wanted to get the field ready for this season."

Planners saw there was huge dollar savings with natural grass, even though the cost of rubber-based artificial fields has dropped recently from a tad under $1 million to the $650,000 range. Sod for the Strongsville field cost about $25,000.

"I just wish we'd had a little more time to grow the field in," says Kaib. "By next year, I hope it's the showpiece of Northeastern Ohio," he adds.

"It's the biggest breath of fresh air for the kids," Lynch says. Even after two-a-days, the players were hyped. "You knew they were excited when they would walk over to the field as it was being built rather than go home," Lynch says. "It was a great project and I'm totally impressed with the quality of the work and the speed with which it was done."

Chris Harrison is a free lance writer in Ohio.
TURF WARMING SYSTEM
Soil Air Technology, LLC will provide a turf warming system to Virginia Tech for Wonsham Field at Lane Stadium in Blacksburg. The system will be used to heat and aerate the Bermuda grass, which is a warm season grass in Blacksburg's cool season climate. Blowers will force air through the drainage system beneath the field, which was constructed in the spring and summer of 2002 using GreenTech ITM modules.
Soil Air Technology/877-764-5247
For information, circle 159 or see www.OneRS.net/212sp-159

TURF COVERS FOR BENCH AREAS
Sidelines torn up and muddy? Protect your turf along bench areas from being trampled into quagmires with TURF ARMOR (light green/gray blend) or TERRA-COVER (dark gray) bench tarps. Heat welded, one side smooth for strength and cleat-resistance. Running track covers also available.
Partac/Beam Clay/800-247-2326
For information, circle 162

ROUNDUP TOLERANT
Turf-Seed has introduced Aurora Gold, a Roundup-tolerant hard fescue ideal for creating weed-free areas and soil stabilization in numerous applications, including golf course roughs, vineyards, nurseries, tree plantations and roadsides. Aurora Gold is the result of natural breeding and selection conducted by Pure Seed Testing, an affiliate of Turf-Seed.
Studies at Rutgers University show that Aurora Gold tolerates up to 16 oz. of Roundup per acre, with less than 8 percent damage, even with repeated applications.
Turf-Seed/503-651-2130
For information, circle 160 or see www.OneRS.net/212sp-160

FASTER DRAINAGE INSTALLATION
Sand Channel Greens' newest machines quickly install the company's unique drainage systems. Sand Channel Drainage is appropriate for all types of sports fields, and can be installed during initial construction, as part of a major renovation, or as a stand-alone enhancement for existing fields. The systems provide the drainage benefits of sand-based construction at a fraction of the cost, and without creating complex maintenance requirements. See STMA booth #643
Sand Channel Drains/800-379-8873
For information, circle 158 or see www.OneRS.net/212sp-158
BOTANICAL INSECTICIDE

Azatrol EC insecticide from PBI/Gordon controls insects on shrubs, trees, and flowers. Its active ingredient, azadirachtin, acts in multiple ways to control insect pests and mites, including antifeedant, growth regulation, anti-ovipositioning, and repellent action.

Azatrol has a Caution signal word due to its extremely low toxicity to mammals. The product has received federal registration but is being marketed this year only in California, the Pacific Northwest, and Eastern Seaboard states from Maine to Virginia.

Azatrol EC insecticide is a convenient to use, lightweight enough for one person to manage comfortably, says the company, but heavy enough to lie flat on pavement or grass to assure clear line definition and minimum overspray. The high-quality plastic is flexible so it will not splinter or warp even when stencil is rolled up for storage.

TifSport/888-584-6598
For information, circle 161 or see www.1oneRS.net/212sp-161
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Hunter Industries has available its new wireless Rain-Clik, an electronic weather sensor that can be installed without running electrical lines to the irrigation controller. The unit can be mounted on a wall or fence, is compatible with all standard 24-v controllers, and is available in a ready-to-install kit with transmitter and receiver. Transmitter has 300-ft. range; receiver attaches near the controller and has a built-in bypass switch.

Hunter Industries/760-744-5240
For information, circle 165 or see www.OneRS.net/212sp-165

Pacific Sod recently changed from soil-grown St. Augustine to all Garden Carpet production of the warm-season specialty grass. Garden Carpet is the company’s patented process using organic mulch as a growing medium for sod products rather growing the sod in native soil. Having Sunclipse St. Augustine available grown this way both speeds production and harvest time and makes laying the sod faster and cleaner than with soil grown varieties.

Pacific Sod/800-942-5286
For information, circle 167 or see www.OneRS.net/212sp-167

Dakota Peat and Blenders have been in the custom blending business for nearly 20 years and can handle any blending need. The 2250 blender is accurate and the company’s experienced operators have been involved in many NFL and MLB projects.

Dakota Peat & Equipment/800-424-3443
For information, circle 163

Shindaiwa, First with New Trimmer Innovation

The new T2500 straight shaft trimmer is the first and only trimmer of its kind available in stores now.

- Lightweight
- Uses 50:1 mix, no dipstick!
- All-position running
- Incredibly torque
- Smooth predictable power
- Increased engine Life
- Better fuel economy
- Patented C4 Technology™

Call 888-803-9216 for more information

Circle 106 on card or www.OneRS.net/212sp-106